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Microsoft PowerApps is a SaaS service for creating 
and using custom business apps across platforms

Connect to 
Common Data Service 
or existing systems and 

data sources 

Build apps, forms, and 
workflows without 

writing code

Publish apps 
instantly for web 

and mobile



Common Functions for ‘Queries’

Filter
The Filter function finds records in a table that satisfy a formula. Use Filter to find a set 
of records that match one or more criteria and to discard those that don't. 

Lookup
The LookUp function finds the first record in a table that satisfies a formula. Use 
LookUp to find a single record that matches one or more criteria.

Search
The Search function finds records in a table that contain a string in one of their 
columns. The string may occur anywhere within the column; for example, searching for 
"rob" or "bert" would find a match in a column that contains "Robert". Searching is 
case-insensitive. Unlike Filter and LookUp, the Search function uses a single string to 
match instead of a formula.



Table of values vs. single value results

Filter and Search return a table of results 
that match the criteria. 
(0 records returns empty table)

LookUp returns only the first record 
found, after applying a formula to reduce 
the record to a single value. 
(0 records returnes blank value)



Constraints

Delegation is a performance related priority
A. The ability of the data source connector to handle delegation matters most when 

seeking to understand what is possible when using these functions. 
B. Certain operator selections, and/or function nesting, can prevent delegation.

Tip: If complete delegation of a formula isn't possible, the authoring environment will 
flag the portion that can't be delegated with a warning which means: only results from 
the first 500 records are shown. When possible, consider changing the formula to avoid 
functions and operators that can't be delegated. The delegation list details which data 
sources and operations can be delegated.



ClearCollect(CityPopulations, 
[ignore space – previewed data]

{City:"London", Country:"United Kingdom", Population:8615000},
{City:"Berlin", Country:"Germany", Population:3562000},
{City:"Madrid", Country:"Spain", Population:3165000},
{City:"Rome", Country:"Italy", Population:2874000},
{City:"Paris", Country:"France", Population:2273000}, 

[ignore space]
{City:"Hamburg", Country:"Germany", Population:1760000},
{City:"Barcelona", Country:"Spain", Population:1602000}, 
{City:"Munich", Country:"Germany", Population:1494000}, 
{City:"Milan", Country:"Italy", Population:1344000}

)

Creating Sample Data* Collection for Demo

*This is done for you when you connect to data, such as to a SharePoint list.



SharePoint List Demo



Demos
Filter, Search, and Lookup



If(IsBlank(ThisItem.End),"Not completed.",Round(DateDiff(ThisItem.Start,ThisItem.End,Minutes)/60,2))
CalcHoursSpent

Lookup(ServiceCosts,Title=BrowseGallery1.Selected.Category.Value).PerHour
LookupCostValue



Key references:
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/delegation-list
https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/powerapps/functions/function-filter-lookup


